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In [ 1,2] De Concini and Procesi have considered equivariant compac- 
titications of homogeneous spaces G/K, where K = G” for some involution 
0 of G. This appears to be an ideal means in the solution of various 
enumerative problems. For example, in [ 1 ] they show that the number of 
quadrics in p’(c), tangent to nine such quadrics in general position, is 
exactly 666,841,088. Their computation is made possible by the choice of a 
“correct” compactification of Sl,(c)/O,(@) (and of course, the magical 
durability of Schubert’s “predictions”). 
The classification question here, asks for a complete list of these compac- 
tifications, and this has been largely carried out in the “natural” generality 
by Luna [S]. However, the classification theorems of [2, 51 are largely 
restricted to characteristic zero. 
In this paper, we give a complete, characteristic free classification in the 
case G = K x K and a(x, y) = (~1, x). This amounts to projective com- 
pletions j: K + X for which the two-sided action of K on itself extends over 
j. This case admits an especially transparent formulation owing to the close 
relationship with semisimple algebraic monoids (see 3.4) which are 
classified in [ 143. In particular the local structure of X is explicitly 
described in terms of the minimal non-zero idempotents of the associated 
monoid. X is called a semisimple variety for the group K. 
To state our main results, let M be a semisimple monoid with polyhedral 
root system (A’, 4, C) (see below for definitions). 
THEOREM. (a) (M\ {O})/ZGO is a semisimple variety ,for Go = G/ZG’. 
(b) An)) semisimple variety is of this form, for appropriate M. 
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(c) If M’ is another monoid with polyhedral root system (X, 4, C’), 
then (M\ (0 } )/ZGO z (M’\ { 0 > )/ZG’ as semisimple varieties, if and only [f 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) There exists a hijection y: 9 + 8’ where 9 C_ C and 9’ c C’ 
are the ,fundamental generators. 
(ii) y is chamber preserving. 
(iii) For each XE~ the self map of X defined by a,(x) = y(x), 
a,(a) = (x for x E 4, restricts to an isomorphism ox: C[ l/x] + C’[ l/y(x)]. 
What we mean in (c) is roughly the following: By the classification of 
semisimple monoids, each M is determined by its (X, 4, C) [ 141. This is 
essentially the same as being given a IV-equivariant polytope 
9 G X(T/ZG’) = X0 s X= X( T). So M and M’ give rise to the same 
semisimple variety if and only if there is a chamber preserving bijection y 
between the vertices of 9’ and those of 9’ such that for each v the vertex 
figure of 9 at v is isomorphic to the vertex figure of 9’ at y(u) = v’ by the 
translation p H ,D + (v’ - v) of characters. See Figs. 1 and 2 of [ 141 for a 
good illustration. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let k be an algebraically closed field. A semisimple algebraic variety A’ is 
a projective completion of the semisimple group G: j: G -+ X. We assume 
further that the two-sided action of G on itself extends overj, and that X is 
normal. Closely related to such varieties are semisimple algebraic monoids 
(M, m). m: M x M -+ M is an associative morphism with unit 1 E M (there 
is also a bialgebra description). We assume M is normal, G = G(M) = 
{XEM 1 xP1 EM} is a reductive group with dim ZG = 1 and 0 EM. 
Notice that (M\{O})/(ZG)’ is a semisimple variety for the group 
G/(ZG)‘. Let E(M)= {eEM 1 e’=e} and let E,(M)= {eEE(M) I e#O 
and e is minimal} be the set of O-minimal idempotents. For background 
information on semisimple monoids consult [ 141. In that paper the author 
classifies semisimple monoids using root data (polyhedral root systems). 
The classification Theorem 3.7 in this paper builds significantly on [ 141. 
Theorems 4.4 and 6.5 are particularly important. 
On several occasions we use the following form of 
ZARISKI'S MAIN THEOREM (ZMT). Let X and Y be irreducible, Y normal. 
Suppose cp: X -+ Y is a birational morphism with finite fibres. Then cp is an 
open embedding. 
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2. LOCAL STRUCTURE OF SEMISIMPLE MONOIDS 
In [ 141 semisimple algebraic monoids are classified numerically. 
Associated with each semisimple monoid M is its polyhedral root system 
(X 4, 0: 
and 
X=X(T) 
d, E x the roots, 
C=X(T)= {VEX 1 Xextends toX: T+kJ 
Here Tc G = G(M) is a maximal torus and Tc h4, the Zariski closure. See 
~e~nition 3.6 of [ 141 for the intrinsic definition of this key notion. By 
Theorem 6.5 of [ 141, the association 
between semisimple monoids and polyhedral root systems is bijective on 
isomorphy classes. In this paper, only a subclass of these monoids will be of 
interest. Let 9 c- C be the set of funda~entul geFenerutovs (Lemma 3.1 of 
Cl41). 
2.1. DEFINITION. A polyhedral root system (A’, 4, C) is integral if there 
exists a homomorphism v: X-+ Z such that 
I1 v(#) = lo) 
12 v(F) = { 1 ). 
Note that v is unique if it exists, since 9 c X spans a subgroup of finite 
index. 
As an example, consider semisimple monoids with unit group 
S!,(k) x k*. By the main results of [ 131, the isomorphy classes correspond 
to positive rational numbers. The integral ones correspond to positive 
rational integers. 
Let (X, 4, C) be a polyhedral root system with associated semisimple 
monoid M. Let k* = (ZG)’ s M. 
2.2. PROPOSITION. The following are equivalent. 
(a) (X, 4, C) is integral. 
(b) k’* x M\{O) -+M\{OJ, (cx, .X}HS(X, is a.fiee action. 
(c) k* x 7;\(O) 4 T\ {O ), (a, x) H zx, is a free action. 
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(d) For each e E E,(M), 
cp:k*x{gEGI ge=eg=e} + (g6G 1 ge=eg#O}, 
cp(a, g) = ag, is an isomorphism. 
Proof: (a) and (c) are equivalent since C = X(T) and by Lemma 3.1 of 
[ 141, E,(T) ++ cF, in such a way that, for XE.F-, 1: T+ k is defined by 
X(y)=eyEeTzk. (b) and (c) are equivalent since M=GTG (see [12]). 
Plainly, the morphism in (d) is finite and dominant. It is easy to check 
that degree (cp)= I{cxEk* 1 ae = efl (scheme theoretic count). Hence (d) is 
equivalent to (c), since all O-minimal idempotents are conjugate to those of 
T, while T\{O} = UPtE,,r) {x~ TI ex#O}. [ 
We call a semisimple monoid M integral if its polyhedral root system is 
integral. We now analyse the local structure of M\(O), for M integral. We 
seek a convenient cover by open affine k*-equivariant subsets. For 
e E E,(M), let 
S, = {xEMI ex=xe=e} 
S:={xeMIex=exe#O} 
S; = {xeMI xe=exe#Oj 
9Ye = {XEM I exe#O}. 
S,, S:, and S,- are submonoids of M, and by Theorem 1.3 of [9], each 
one has a dense unit group. It follows from Theorem 4 of [8] that 
P = G(Sf ) and P- = G(S; ) are opposite parabolic subgroups. Let U and 
U- denote the respective unipotent radicals. 
2.3. LEMMA. The map U x S, x k* x Us- -+ 44, (u, x, a, v) I--+ uxav is an 
open embedding. 
Proof It suffices, using ZMT, to prove that U x S, x U -+ A4 is injec- 
tive since S, x k* + S,k* is an isomorphism, and the map in question is 
known to be birational. So assume u,xv, = u2 yv,, with u,, u2 E U, 
v,,v,~U- and x, YES,. Then ux=yv, where u=u,‘u,~U- and 
v=v,v;‘~U-. But from Lemma6.2 of [lS], Upe=e, eU=e, 
u- -+” eU- and lJ+, Ue. So e =ex = eux =eyv =ev. Thus, v = 1. 
Similarly, u = 1. thus, x = y as well. 
2.4. PROPOSITION. The map int: G(S,) + Aut(U ) extends to a 
morphism of algebraic monoids 
8: S, + End( U- ). 
Similarly, for int: G(S,) + Aut( U). 
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Proof By Corollary 4.5 of [14], it suffices to find an extention 
0: T, -+ End( I,-) (of int 1 T) since by 2.3, S, is normal. Here T, E S, is the 
closure of a maximal torus T of G(S,). 
Let L = S,k*. then from 2.3, cp: Lx U- + ST is injective. Thus, by ZMT, 
it is an open embedding since, again by 2.3, S; is normal. We first show 
that cp is an isomorphism. By Theorem 4.2 of [ 121, there exists rc: S, -+ L 
such that 711 L = id. Hence, define y: S<:~ + L x es; by y(x) = (z(x), ex). But 
es<,- = eU . k*, since eU- E rS, is closed, being the orbit of a unipotent 
group. So we obtain y: S; + L x eU ~~. It follows easily that the composite 
LXU +‘p S, +:. L x eU is an isomorphism, and hence cp is an 
isomorphism. 
Now let T, z S; be the closure of a maximal torus. Then T, x U- + S; 
has closed image by the above (since T, x Up c L x Up is closed). Hence, 
T, Y- E S, is a closed submonoid. On the other hand, T, Up is the sort of 
toroidal embedding considered in [4, p. 1821, so by those results, the 
weights of T on Up are contained in X( T,) (since we have the two-sided 
action of G = TU- on Y, = T, U - ). Hence, we obtain the desired extension 
T A End( U ). 
I j/1 
I / / / 
T,’ 
/ 
I 
2.5. PROPOSITION. The following product maps are isomorphisms: 
m+: UxS,xk*-+S,? 
m : S, x k* x Up -+ S, 
m: U x S, x k* x Up -+ “a‘,. 
Proof: The first two follow from 2.4, but the last one requires a separate 
argument. By 2.3, m is an open embedding, so we need only prove that it is 
surjective. Let VG ,%e be the image of m. It follows from the proof of 2.4 
that PVP c V. Since Vc %<, is open, we are reduced to showing that V 
contains all closed P x P--orbits on +&. For, if this is so, let x~+&,. Then 
PxP- n V # (21. Hence, Vn PxP- c PxP- is open. But PxP- is dense in 
PxP-, so PxP- n V#@. So let W= PxP- be closed in a‘,. Then 
P WP- E W, so S, WS, & W by continuity since S:@‘,Ss, s %? and P c S; 
(respectively P- G S, ) is dense. Thus, e We E W. So e E W. Hence x E V. 1 
Let E, = E,(T) and W = NJ T)/T. Then aei,a is well defined for cr E W, 
since @e T = a<,. 
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2.6. PROPOSITION. 
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2.7. COROLLARY. Suppose that for e E E,(M), C,(e) is a torus. Then 
M\(O) is a Cohen-Nacaulay algebraic variety. 
ProoJ: It is a trivial exercise to check that %$G = {x E M 1 exf # 01, 
wheref- aeo-‘. So it s&ices to show that for x#O, there exists e,f~ E, 
such that exf# 0, since by Theorem 4.3 of [12] ,f = aecr -’ for some (r E IV. 
Let B be a Bore1 subgroup with Tr B. By the main result of [lS], there 
exists e,EE(T) and DEW such that x=hlel~bZ for some b,, b,EB. 
By Lemma 3 of [6], e, Be, ce,Me, is a Bore1 subgroup of G(eiMe,). 
Thus, by the results of [7], there exists eEE,(e, Fe,) such that 
ee, Be, = ee, Be, e = eBe. But eBe = k*e since e is O-minimal. Similarly, there 
exists f~E~(f,Tf,) such that fi Bf =k*J; where f=a-‘em. Thus, 
ex = eb, e, ah, = ixeab, for some a E k*, and so exf = cteab, f = auf, b, f = 
cto(j3j-), for some 0 E k*. Hence, exf = xpc$ In particular, exf # 0. 1 
3. SEMIS~MPLE VARIETIES 
Let G be a semisimple group over k. A semisimple variety X is an 
irreducible, normal, projective variety defined over k, together with an 
open embedding j: G + X. We require that the two-sided action 
GxGxG~G,((g,h),x)~gxh-‘, extends overj. 
In this section we classify these varieties by computation of the local data 
of G x G-linear ample bundles. Each one of these is identified with an 
integral semisimple monoid. From this viewpoint we identify each X as an 
explicit equivalence class of integral polyhedral root systems (2.1). 
3.1. PROPOSITION [ 161. Let (G,, X, j) be a semisimpze variety. Then 
there exists a closed embedding i: X -+ PN, for some N > 0, and a linear 
G, x Go-action on PN such that i is equivariant. 
Let n: kN+ ’ \{O} -P PN be the canonical ample G,-bundle and let 
Y=z-‘(i(X))u {O)C~~+’ be the associated cone on X. By our 
assumptions, the linear Go x Go-action p on kN+ ’ stabilizes Y. Further- 
more, Y is also stable under the tautological k*-action. Let G = G, x k* 
and define an action 
p’:GxGxY+ Y (1) 
P’((g, t), (h, s), Y) = ts-‘Ag, h, y). 
Let U = 7~ --‘(j(G)) c Y, and define 
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by J(g)=p’(g, 1, ul), where VEX-- ‘(j( 1)) has been fixed. Then j is an 
isomorphism of varieties since 7c 0 j= Jo p (where p( g, t) = g) and 
j: ker(p) -+ z nP1(.j(l)). 
3.2. LEMMA. There exists q E n ‘(j( 1)) SO that p’(g, h, j(x)) =.j(gxh ‘) 
for all g, h, x E G. 
Proqf If we choose any q E 7~ ‘(j( 1)), we obtain easily that 
p’k, h, .i(x)) = v(g, h)Agxh- ‘1 
for some v: G x G + k*. Further, we can choose 9 so that v( 1, 1) = 1. It 
follows that 
0) v: G x G -+ k* is a homomorphism, and 
(ii) ker(v)? ker(px p) (since,j(t, x)=rj(x) for all tEk*). 
But G, x G, is semisimple, and therefore perfect. Thus v( g, h) = 1 for all 
(g, h)EGxG. I 
3.3. PROPOSITION. Let Z he the normalization of‘ Y. Then Z has the 
unique structure of a semisimple algebraic monoid such that 
(a) j(l)~Z is the identity element of Z, with j as in 3.2. 
(b) G( s j(G)) is the unit group of Z with its given multiplication. 
Proo$ Let T, c Z be the closure of T in Z, where we have identified G 
in Z’ via j (rather, its canonical lifting to Z). Since G acts on both sides of 
Z the action of W= NJ T)/T on T, by interior automorphisms, extends to 
an action of W on T,. Let V denote the normalization of T,, and let 
(X, 4, C) = (X(T), d, X( V)), where, as usual, 4 E X is the set of roots. It 
follows easily from 3.6 of [ 141 that (A’, 4, C) is a polyhedral root system. 
Hence, by Theorem 6.5 of [ 141, there exists a unique semisimple monoid 
M such that 
(i) G(M)=GEM 
(ii) TEM has X(T)=CcX(T). 
Hence, we obtain the following commutative diagram 
\ 
.n = normalization 
z v 
can. 
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To obtain cp we use the “big cell” construction, Theorem 4.4 of [ 143. Let 
e E E( 7) be a maximal idempotent, e # 1. Then there exists a Bore1 sub- 
group Bz T of G such that 
m,: B, x T, x B, + M, (x, y, z) H xyz, 
is an open embedding, where T, E T is the unique open submonoid with 
E( T,) = { 1, e}. So j extends over U, = image(m,) by the rule 
cpb, y, z) =p’(x, z-l, n(y)). 
But if %= lJeEhi U,, then codim(M, M\@) 3 2, so by [3, Sect. 5, 
Lemma 11, cp extends to all of M. Summarizing, we have constructed 
cp: M+ Z such that 
(Co cp I G=.L 
(p) cp 1 r is a finite morphism, and 
(Y) cp(gxh)=~‘(g,h~‘,~(x))forg,hEG,xEM. 
Now cp is birational (j is) and Z is normal, so we are reduced (by ZMT) to 
showing that cp -- ‘(0) = { 0} since cp is a morphism of cones. But cp ~ ‘(0) is a 
two-sided ideal of M (using (c() and (y) above), so by Theorem 4.3 of [ 121, 
we may assume a given x E cp -l(O) is in E(T). But, by (8) above, cp 1 r is 
finite. Hence (cp 1 f)m ‘(0) = (O}. 1 
3.4. COROLLARY. Let (G,,, j, X) he a semisimple variety. Then there 
exists a normal semisimple algebraic monoid M such that 
xs (M\{O})/k* 
as semisimple varieties, where (M\{O})/k* has the two-sided G,-action 
induced from the monoid structure qf M. 
So we are now reduced to the problem of deciding when two semisimple 
monoids yield the same semisimple variety A’. Notice that the monoid 
constructed in the proof of 3.3 has an integral polyhedral root system (by 
2.2(b)). For the remainder of this section all polyhedral root systems are 
assumed to have this form. 
3.5. DEFINITION. Let (X, 4, C) and (X, 4, C’) be integral polyhedral 
root systems. Let 9 c C and F’ c C’ be the fundamental generators. We 
say that (X, 4, C) and (X, 4, C’) are equivalent if there exists a bijection 
cp: 9 + 9’ such that 
(a) y is chamber preserving. 
(b) For each XEB the self map of X defined by o,(x) = y(x), 
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o,(a) = CI for M: E 4, restricts to an isomorphism 0%: C[ l/x] -+ C[ l/a(x)] of 
monoids. 
Just as in the case of a semisimple group, A’@ [w breaks up into a union 
of closed chambers indexed by the elements of the Weyl group. 
XOR=U,,, ‘&. By (a), we mean that for each (T E W, x E ‘ik;, if and only if 
y(x) E %$. In particular, 
{cw WI 0(x)=x)= {GE WI ~(i~(~))=~(~~~. 
We denote ;Q) by x’, and similarly for the other quantities deduced from y 
in this manner. It is a simple exercise to show that 3.5 determines an 
equivalence relation on the class of integral polyhedral root systems. The 
“integral” part of the definition is needed to ensure that cX of (b) is a well 
defined automorphism of X. 
Let Z= Spec(k[C]), Z’= Spec(k[C’]) be the associated afine torus 
embeddings of T. Recall from Corollary 3.2 of [ 151, that B corresponds 
bijectively to E,(Z) via Z -+ eZ 2 k, since x(z) = ez for all z E Z. Let 
z,.= (I’EZ/ x(z)#O). (21 
Then Z,C Z is the unique open submonoid of Z with e as minimal 
element. If (X, 4, C)- (X, 4, C’) then it follows from 3.5(a) that 
t =o*:Z ,-+Z L’ 1 “ L’ satisfies 
(i) r,.: Z,., -+ Z, is an isomorphism. 
(ii) x I z,, = 1’ (where x corresponds to e). 
(iii) r,(g)=cr(g)gforallgETandsomez:T-+k*cT. 
Thus, if To= T/k*, U, = ZJk”, and U,, = Z,./k*, we obtain for each x, a 
commutative diagram 
(3) 
where t,([g]) = [r,(v)]. But W= (Z\O~~k* and IV’= (Z’\O)/k* are 
projective torus embeddings with W= u U, and IV’ = U U,,. It is clear 
that the S,‘s glue together to give an isomorphism T: W’ -+ W such that 
z 1 TO = id. Since any such T is unique, it is clear that the y in 3.5 is unique if 
it exists. 
Re~u~k. The above constructions are dual to the usual toroidal 
embedding setup of [4]. 
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Let M be a semisimple monoid with unit group G and polyhedral root 
system (X, 4, C). Let 9 E C be the fundamental generators with 
B tf E,(T). For c( E 4 define A,: X-+ .Z by the equation x - c,(x) = A,(x) c(. 
Let B c G be a Bore1 subgroup containing T and let V = {x E X 1 A,(x) > 0 
for all a E 4 + } be the associated chamber, where 4 + is the set of positive 
roots relative to B. Recall that B, = n,, ,+ U, (any fixed order). 
3.6. LEMMA. Let 1 g.9 correspond to eE E,(T) and let CLEW+. 
(a) The ,following are equivalent. 
(i) Uze= {e}. 
(ii) A,(x) 3 0. 
(b) The following are equivalent. 
(i) XE%‘. 
(ii) A,(X)>O,for all CXE~$+. 
(iii) B&C’,(e):= {gEG ( ge=ege). 
Proof (b) follows immediately from (a). For (a), first note (by 
Lemma 5.1 of [15]) that either U,e= {e} or eU,= {e}, since e is 
O-minimal. Furthermore, a,e = eo, if and only if U,e = eU, = {e>. Plainly 
this is true if and only a,(x) = 1 (i.e., A,(x) = 0). So assume that A,(x) # 0. 
By Lemma 4.1 of [ 141, there exists a four-dimensional irreducible monoid 
M,, G M such that e E M,,, and (U,, U,) g M,,. Now eo,eo, = 0 E M,, 
so M,,, is the type of monoid classified in [ 131. By Theorem 6.1 of [ 131, 
any two of these monoids are isogenous, so we are reduced to the case 
M,(k). But here, we may take E: [;; i] H ah ’ and U, = {(A -;) I x E k), 
and so e = [A 111 or [z y]. In the former case x: [;; 71 t+ a, and so 
U,e= {e} and A,(x)= 1. In the latter case x: [t( :]++!I, and so U,e# {e} 
and A,(x)= -1. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let M and M’ he integral semsimple algebraic monoids 
with unit group G. Assume that we have fixed the embeddings j: G + M and 
j’: G -+ M’. Let TE G be a maximal torus and consider the associated 
integral polyhedral root systems (X, 4, C) and (X, 4, C’). Then the following 
are equivalent. 
(a) (X, 4, C) and (X, 4, C’) are equivalent (as in 3.5). 
(b) (G/k*, (M\{O})/k*, j) g (G/k*, (M’\{O})/k*, j’) as semisimple 
varieties (so the isomorphism is G/k* x G/k* - equivariant). 
Proof Let Go = G/k*, Y= (M\{O})/k* and Y’= (M’\{O)/k*. Assume 
(b). Then we have an isomorphism cp: Y’ + Y such that cp 0 j’ = j. Let Tc G 
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be a maximal torus and let Ts M, T’ c M’ be the associated affine torus 
embeddings on the monoid level. Finally, let rc: M\(O) + Y and 
71’: M’\(O) -+ Y’ be the canonical projections. Then n( T\ (0)) = W and 
7c’(T’\{O}) = W’ are closed subsets of Y and Y’, respectively, such that 
CPI w’: W’+ w 
is an isomorphism. Since 9 H E,(r) et W’, cp 1 w, determines the bijection 
y: ,q --t F’. If we let Z,, U,, Z,,, U,, be as in (2) and (3) above, then 
(n,, x): Z, + U, x k* and (z,,, x’): Z,. --+ U,. x k* are isomorphisms by I1 
and 12 of 2.1. Hence, we define z, = (z,, x) 1 q (cp 1 U, x id) 0 (rc,, x’), and let 
cx: X(T) + X(T) be the associated morphism on characters. It is clear by 
construction that g,(x) = x’; and a,(~) = c( for LY l 4 since we have a 
commutative diagram as in (3) above. This proves 3.5(b) for (X, 4, C) 
and (X, 4, C’). For 3.5(a), let y = z(e) and y’ = n’(e’). Then as cp is equi- 
variant, we have (G,),.=(G,),..= {gGG I gy’=Jl’}. Thus, K’((G,),)= 
TI ‘((G,),..)= {ggG I ge’=cte’, some aczk*J. But C;,(e’)= (geG I 
ge’ = e’ge’} = {g E G I ge’ = cre’, some 1~ k*}, since e is O-minimal, and 
similarly for C;,(e). So C;;(e) = C;;(e’). Hence, by 3.6(b), for a given 
chamber %, x E %? if and only if x’ E W. 
Conversely, assume (a). Let e E E,( T) and let S, = {y E M I eq’ = ye = e}, 
S,. = (J! E M’ I e’J2 = ye’ = e’}, where e’ corresponds to e via y of 3.5. By 
assumption, we have G(S,) = G(S,,), since by 3.6(a) U,e = eU, if and only 
if U,e’= e’U,, and by Theorem 4 of [8], G(S,) is generated by T and the 
U,‘s with Ule= eU,. Let L = k*G(S,) = k*G(S,,). Now the morphism c/ 
of 3.5(b) determines an isomorphism ‘pX: L -+ L which restricts to 
r,/ r: T+ T (see the comments following (2) above). But 5, IT extends to 
the isomorphism z, : Z,, -+ Z,, where Z, is the closure of T in S,k*. 
Thus, by Corollary 4.5 of [14], there exists a unique isomorphism 
$X: S,,k* -+ S,k* such that $, ( L = (pX and $X I z, = TV. (Recall from 2.3, that 
S, and S,, are normal.) Now from 2.5, we can define an isomorphism, 
by q&n, g, ~1, u) = u$,(g, XX) u. Plainly, qy induces an isomorphism 
t,: s,, + 3’ “ 3 
where Ve = %Jk*. Furthermore, t, 0 j’ = j when restricted to Vl. n G. Thus, 
we get a map -Y-‘= Gu (Ur,.+ $5.) jfi Y such that 
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commutes. By Lemma 3.8 below, and 2.7 above, f, extends to f: Y’ + Y. 
But we can also get f - ‘: Y -+ Y’ in the same manner. Thus, Y 2 Y’. 
3.8. LEMMA. Let G be an algebraic group acting on X and Y, and assume 
X is normal. Suppose there exists % c X, non-empty and open, such that 
G@! c 42. Assume we have a G-morphism j’: % + Y. Let 
W = (x E X 1 .f is defjned in a ne~ghbourhood f .x> 
Then GW c W, 
Proqf: Let T, = {(x, y)~Xx Y 1 y=J(x)) and let I-=$, EXX Y. Let 
cp: r-+ X and I++: f + Y be the two projections. Plainly, G acts on r via the 
diagonal action, and cp and $ are equivariant. Let Z-, = {(x, y) E 
f I (x, y) E cp ‘(C&X, 4’)) is isolated}. It follows from ZMT that 
v, / Iij: r,-, -+ X is an open embedding with image W. Furthermore, 
GI’, E f,, because cp is equivariant. Hence, GW c_ W. i 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
4.1. Let X band X’ be semisimple varieties for the group G, and 
assume that they each have exactly one closed G x G-orbit. By 3.4, and 
Theorem 4.3 of [ 121, this corresponds to the case where E,(T) consists of 
exactly one W-orbit. Hence, by 3.5 and 3.7, Xz X’ is and only if their 
closed orbits are isomorphic. See [ 1 l] for a complete description of the 
orbit structure of X in terms of this closed orbit. 
4.2. By the main results of [ 151, any semisimple variety has a kind of 
&V-pair structure. Recently, M. S. Putcha [lo] has recast the whole 
problem into the language of “monoids with &V-pairs.” 
4.3. It follows from 2.5 and 2.7 that the singula~ties of a semisimple 
variety are the same as S, of the monoid M associated with X as in 3.4. 
4.4. It should be routine, using 3.8 and Lemma 8 of [ 161 to extend 
the results of this paper to all normal completions. However, the simple 
numerical criteria of 3.5 would have to be reformulated in terms of the dual 
toroidal constructions of [4], 
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